
SOLO PRACTICE LAW FIRM BUSINESS PLAN

While law firms may be more than a business, there is, in fact, a large and necessary business element to them. For
solo practices and small.

And keep them to a minimum: two to four should do just fine. Answer these questions to help you address
these items: How much starting capital do you need? By clearly stating your USP, you identify what it is about
your firm that will ensure your success. By Aaron George August 24, A law firm is typically a group of
lawyers who happen to be running a business, not a group of businesspeople who happen to be running a law
firm. But once you have 20 clients, you may need to consider getting a separate office. PPC ads? What sets
you apart. Know where they will look and ensure you are there. It should also contain some deeper
information about the firm's identity and aspirations. Things like technology, marketing, sales, and finance are
afterthoughts at many firms they never teach you these topics in law school. How many cases will you need to
close each month to break even? It describes the various policies and procedures you will implement for
common processes like intake and billing. Legal structure and ownership. If you are something other than a
sole proprietor, identify the ownership structure of your firm. What short statements can you use to entice a
potential client to pursue your services? Are you just going to be a sole practitioner? Visuals help quickly
convey information and break up otherwise blocky text. Operations This section will address key operational
issues like the office lease, equipment purchases and technology plans. The more specific you get with your
numbers, the more likely you are to succeed! Which sales channels and marketing activities will you pursue to
promote your practice? In other words, law comes first and business comes second. What is it that will
convince clients to turn to you instead of your competition? When written incorrectly, they include
meaningless platitudes that become yet another thing forgotten or ignored during practice. An overview of
your competition. Once you have a solid plan in place, then you go back and encapsulate your overall strategy
and goals into a single page, which will become the Executive Summary. Within your niche industry? The
solution s you are providing. And if you would like to read further about conducting a market analysis, check
out this article from the Small Business Administration. The commenter, Walker, raises valid points for
consideration. Answer these questions, and then take the extra step to explain how those current solutions fail
to adequately address their problems. A proper market analysis includes actual data to support your analysis.
Do not be afraid to brag a bit! Are you feeling slightly overwhelmed by all of this?


